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OF Class 
 

Ed Cunningham 33 1 

Mike Logan 33 2 

Augie Kowalik 29 3 

Bill James 20 4 

 

So I lied, so sue me, I have no control of the weather. That’s all I heard all day, “it’s cold, 

and you said it was going to be warm”. All I go by is what the weatherman predicts and 

what that half ass X VP Al Gore is saying, running around spouting off that we are in for 

global warming, I wonder if he stuck his head outside this week? I will say, I did have to 

put on a heaver coat and a wool hat in middle of the match. You know we could blame all 

this cold weather on that Canadian family that shoots with us. Now for June, dress as if 

there will be snow up to your ass, you can always shed your clothing. 

 

         Name Score Place 

Bill Davis 39 1 

Haley Pearsall 37 2 

Paul Schaapman 35 3 

Owen Peters 34 4 

Anthony Schaapman 34 5 

Jay Mason 34 6 

Mike Logan 33 7 

George Harris 33 8 

Ed Cunningham 33 9 

Ken Moore 32 10 

Al Riggs 30 11 

Brian Hearn 29 12 

Augie Kowalik 29 13 

Ken Burklow 28 14 

Bill Curry 27 15 

Dan VanRoekel 27 16 

Werner Gstattenbaver 27 17 

Dwight Hlustick 27 18 

Richard Brooker 24 19 

J.B. Anderson 23 20 

Bill James 20 21 

Rich Aiken 19 22 

Peter Gorsuch 17 23 

Ellis Kern 11 24 



The scores this month was somewhat fantastic. There were nine tens shot this month, 

three of the tens were shot on the same relay, ram #2 and it was there second ram. This 

feat was accomplished Paul Schaapman, Bill Davis and Ken Moore. This was a Cavalier 

first and will go down in the record book. Bill Davis took first, Haley Pearsall took 

second, Paul Schaapman took third, Ken Moore took tenth and Bill Curry took fifteenth. 

Lets not forget the OF class; Ed Cunningham won it with the flip of a coin. 

 

Frances was feeling a little peeked; she informed me she was getting over the flue. So she 

just hung around while the rest of us shot. Brian I think made the brownies this time 

around. They did wrap a brownie in aluminum foil for me so it would not get stale, 

thanks. Aubery Adcock was not shooting; he is getting over his cataract surgery. Aubery 

said when he gets all his cataracts taken care of; he is going to kick everybody’s ass. T. 

White did not show, something about broken ribs. He would not elaborate on how he 

accomplishes this, so make up your story. I would like to thank Forrest Stairs for painting 

the rams, a job well done. 

 

That’s about all for now; see you at the June shoot. What the weather will be like; beats 

the crap out of me! 

 

Ed Cunningham 

Match Director     

 

 

‘Don’t name a pig you plan to eat’ 


